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8. 
Author responds to BAO
recommended and required
revisions. 

Author prepares first draft of infor
mation product, a metadata record is
created in the USGS in the Information-
Product Tracking System (IPDS), and 
draft manuscript is forwarded to
Supervisor with recommendations for
peer reviewers. 

Author receives peer review com
ments, modifies manuscript, and
prepares reconciliation documenta
tion. Author forwards revised manu
script, peer reviews, and package to
Supervisor. 

Supervisor 

Supervisor reviews manuscript to determine if
it is ready for peer review, accepts author’s 
suggested reviewers, or identifies other peer
reviewers; monitors whether manuscript could
be considered as influential scientific informa
tion or highly influential scientific information
for the OMB Peer Review Agenda process. 

Supervisor determines if response
to peer review is adequate, whether
editorial review is required, and
forwards to Science Center (SC)
Manager or designee. 

SC Manager or designee reviews all
documentation and, if appropriate,
forwards package to Bureau
Approving Official (BAO) for approval. 

SC Manager or designee sends
package to author for appropri
ate action. 
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9. 
Approved manuscript is submit
ted for internal release (USGS
Series) or for external publica
tion and citation and related 
metadata is entered into IPDS by
author or alternate. 

BAO insures all required reviews are
performed, validates peer review recon
ciliation, identifies any revisions needed,
and returns (for additional review or
revision) approved or unapproved
package to SC Manager or designee. 
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